
There is always a way … 

Through a Brick Wall! 
 

Imagine this scenario … you’re trapped in a room 

with no doors, no windows and enclosed by four 

seemingly insurmountable and impenetrable 

brick walls. Outside of this room is the person 

you care about most in the whole world ... their 

life is in danger. You have only 15 minutes to get 

to them or you will never see this person again. 

What do you do? Do you sit down and cry? Do you 

complain that life isn’t fair? Do you stomp around 

and have a hissy fit? Or do what it takes to get 

through the brick wall and get to this person? 

 
We all know the answer to this question … don’t we? We would focus, we would chisel, we 
would climb, we would scratch, we would claw and no matter what … we would get out, over 
or through that brick wall to save the person we care about most.  
 
An inspiring computer science professor, named Randy Pausch, 
delivered a memorable and moving speech called ‘Last Lecture’ a short 
time before he passed away from pancreatic cancer. He was talking 
about achieving childhood dreams and, at the same time, showed CT 
scans of the cancer that was rapidly devouring in his body. He was 
surprisingly upbeat and positive even though he was fully aware of his 
fate. His message was this: 
 
‘The brick walls in our life are not there to keep us stuck. They are there 

to give us the chance to show how badly we want something.’  

 
I’m a true believer in this idea. It’s my belief that everything ‘undesirable’ which occurs in my life 
(and yours) is either a lesson I need to learn or a test to see how serious I am about my goal or 
dream. Often there is a very obvious lesson … such as, take better care of my health, my 
finances or my relationship. There are times however when the lesson is not clear and there 
seems no rhyme or reason to why something, as devastating as pancreatic cancer, is happening. 
There is always a reason! 
 
Have you ever set a serious goal to achieve something and then, almost immediately and 
inconveniently, been confronted by a severe roadblock? Haven’t we all? There are the people 
who use the roadblock as an excuse as to why they couldn’t achieve the end result and there are 
the people who find a way around, over or through the obstacle to get the job done. What’s the 
difference? Simple, the people who overcome and achieve wanted the end result badly enough 
… the others didn’t! 
 
I made a serious decision back in 2004 to write a book about my mother’s life, 16 year cancer 
journey and the lessons of persistence, overcoming and abundance. I was committed to get it 
done … to share her story, leave her legacy and use her strength and courage as an example to 

 



inspire others. So, I set a goal … not a wishy-washy ‘I’ll try and see how I go’ goal, but an iron-clad 
‘it will be done no matter what’ goal. Three months later I was tested in the most devastating 
way … my mother passed away. From that moment my life fell apart … my mum died, my 
marriage dissolved and my health deteriorated. I was a mess! 

 
For a long time the last thing I felt like doing was writing … but I’d made a 
decision and I’d committed to my mum that it would be done. So, I picked 
myself up and kept going and, for six and half years, I was tested with 
brick walls thrown in front of me time and time and time again. I had 
many discouraging publisher rejections, serious financial issues, 
devastating emotional breakdowns and a heart-breaking divorce to 
contend with. Nevertheless, all I could see was that book published. As a 
result I was able to overcome each challenge and continue to move 
forward and hold that published book in my hands in 2011. It was one of 
the proudest days of my life. 
 

When it’s important enough no obstacle will stop you. 
I didn’t tell you that story to say ‘look at me … aren’t I great!’ I wanted to highlight to you that 
goal achievement and overcoming the brick walls in your life will happen when you want the 
end result badly enough. If you’ve made a decision to get the job done, then solutions will 
automatically come to you … no matter how insurmountable the roadblock may seem. 
 
It is my belief that you will never be challenged by anything that you can’t overcome … if you 
want the end result badly enough. Every resistance, rejection, challenge, insult, criticism, 
accident, illness or other adversity is simply a way to strengthen your resolve and test your 
commitment. When it happens - and it will - get excited!! Get excited that you are being tested. 
Get excited that you will become stronger. Get excited that, as you overcome the brick-wall to 
achieve your goal, you will be a better person. Get excited because you know - no matter what is 
thrown in your path - you will get the job done. 
 
It’s all about the decision. Once it’s made and committed to … you then hold the key to 
breakthrough any brick-wall placed in your path. This decision will be an automatic result of the 
following simple but powerful equation ... Dream + Desire = Decision.  
 
The Dream is ‘what’ you want. It’s an actual and measurable outcome you’ll know you’ve 
achieved … such as, writing a book, finishing a marathon, making a million dollars, losing weight 
etc. The dream is critical because without it there is no destination to head towards and no 
feedback as to whether success has been attained. It is, however, only one part of the equation. 
 
The Desire is ‘why’ you want to achieve the dream. If the dream is the destination, the desire is 
the fuel to get you there. It’s been said by many people … ‘if the ‘why’ is strong enough, the 

‘how’ will take care of itself’. If the Dream is clear enough and the desire is strong enough the 
decision to get it done will be automatic and unstoppable.  
 
The brick-walls that have stopped you in the past, will crumble in front of 
you when … you are clear about what you want, you know why it is 
important and you want it badly enough. Look at your goal or dream, make 
a list of all the emotionally charged and powerful reasons why it will be done 
and then move forward towards it’s attainment. I look forward to hearing 
the inspiring stories of how you crashed through brick walls to achieve the 
dreams in your heart and life you will enjoy.  
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